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Introduction

Over the past several years, the so-called war on terror has caused the question of nonviolence to loom large in the minds of many North American
scholars and activists. A spirited debate has arisen about whether nonviolence can offer an effective way of responding to the violence of the contemporary era.1 Some individuals find it hard to imagine that nonviolence
has a place in our world today—a world in which people fly planes into
buildings and explode their own cars, all for the sake of taking human life.
Others, however, believe that it is precisely in such a world that nonviolence
must persist. The very existence of this debate indicates that nonviolence is
not simply a “thing of the past,” something to be studied in history books
that describe the lives of great individuals like Mohandas Gandhi and Martin Luther King, Jr. Instead, nonviolence is alive and well—for some, as an
ethic that must be recalled in order to be dismissed, and for others, as a way
of life that even today holds a very real possibility for transformation.
My own commitments fall on the side of those who endorse the latter position. This is due, partly, I suspect, to my upbringing in the Church of the
Brethren, one of the historic Christian “peace churches.” Although my reflections on nonviolence certainly include moments of doubt about its potential effectiveness and whether it is always “right,” I share the conviction
of the peace churches that nonviolence remains essential to the Christian
life and to the task of transforming violence and the terror it generates. At
the same time, the challenges of the contemporary era have pushed me to
think more deeply about the meaning of nonviolence and the multiple
ways it is practiced. Over the years I have found that the Christian traditions
contain rich resources for such reflection: The early Christians, the eleventhcentury “Peace of God” movement in France, the Waldenses, Lollards, and
1
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Moravian Brethren of the later Middle Ages, and the sixteenth-century Anabaptists and seventeenth-century Quakers represent just some of the groups
that have given nonviolence a vital, if minority, place within Christianity. In
the twentieth-century people as diverse as Martin Luther King, Jr., Walter
Wink, Dorothee Solle, the Catholic Workers, and Desmond Tutu have kept
this tradition alive by endorsing nonviolence as a way of life that can promote authentic social transformation.
Within the contemporary era, John Howard Yoder has presented an argument for nonviolence that has been particularly influential for both the
historic peace churches and for some mainstream Christians. In Yoder’s understanding, the biblical narratives show that the moral character of God is
revealed in Jesus’ nonviolence and refusal to dominate his enemies with
sheer force. Since Jesus reveals God’s character, Christians must follow after
him. The kind of community Jesus formed is, therefore, what the church is
called to be. The church must live as a community that enacts relationships
that differ from the ones found in the wider society—relationships in which
social hierarchies are relativized, enemies are reconciled, and persons of diverse backgrounds can live together in peace.
While Yoder offers a powerful vision of nonviolence, it is my contention
that his work overlooks a dimension of violence that contemporary understandings of nonviolence must address. Yoder’s writings on nonviolence focus primarily on pacifism and the refusal of military violence, which, as J.
Denny Weaver observes, historically have been central concerns of the Mennonite tradition out of which Yoder operates.2 In focusing on these concerns, Yoder’s work clarifies how nonviolence can respond to what some
scholars call “external” violence, forms of violent harm that assault people
from without. But it does not bring into view what others describe as “internal” or “internalized” violence, forms of violence that have assaulted persons from the outside and then moved into their bodies, minds, and souls.
According to bell hooks, Lisa Adler, and Lily Ling, when the cultures and relationships that form us are violent, this violence does not remain external
to our selves.3 Instead, it becomes integral to our identities. More specifically, human beings internalize patterns of thinking and acting that are
rooted in the violence we experience through our interactions with culture
and other people. This, in turn, shapes our actions and attitudes toward
others and ourselves. For example, some who are subject to hate speech internalize negative self-images and a sense of alienation and despair. Others
who survive a physical assault relive this violence in nightmares and flashbacks that recur repeatedly and against their will; they continue to hold
within them the reality of the violence as ever present, even as they move
through time.
In this book I develop a reconceptualization of Christian nonviolence
that aims to address the problem of internal violence and to show how it
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can deepen traditional Christian views of nonviolence. In focusing on external violence, traditional views have explored the ways in which people
and communities can act as agents of violence by performing actions that
harm others or themselves. Recent accounts of internal violence, however,
indicate that persons and communities also can become sites of violence as
the violence they have experienced is incorporated into their identities. This
raises the questions: How can Christian communities enact an alternative
to violence when the church and its members are formed in and through
violent cultures and relationships? What theological and practical resources
might enable them to take part in transforming this violence, even as they
are themselves constructed in a violent world? What, precisely, does it mean
to enact nonviolence in relation to internal violence?
An integral part of my argument is that enacting nonviolence in relation
to internal violence entails fostering the healing of individuals and communities that have been harmed by violence. In the pages ahead I explore,
in conversation with both theological and theoretical sources, how Christian communities might embody this dimension of nonviolence in their
life and worship. Theologically, Yoder serves as my primary conversation
partner.4 His work presents not only a view of nonviolence that I seek to
challenge and deepen, but also a framework that contains useful resources
for reconceptualizing nonviolence. Theoretically, I am in dialogue with two
fields of study. First, feminist theory’s descriptions of the self as deeply
(though not necessarily entirely) socially constructed provide a conceptual
basis for analyzing internal violence by highlighting ways in which people
are formed in and through social contexts.5
Second, the interdisciplinary field of trauma studies vividly describes an
acute form of violence that can become internal to the self over time: traumatic violence. Comprised of scholars and clinicians from many disciplines
who all address “trauma” or “traumatic violence”—violence that leads to
patterns of psychic wounding—this field analyzes a range of events and experiences. Some examples include war, sexual assault, domestic violence,
and natural disasters. While those who study trauma do not use the language of “internal violence,” it is precisely this dimension of violence that
they address when describing trauma’s ongoing effects. Trauma scholars understand trauma as a form of violence that can invade the self, breaking it
down over time. For example, they contend that many survivors of one-time
or repeated traumas remain haunted by these events long after they have
passed, reliving them in nightmares, intrusive memories, and flashbacks. In
these ways and more, trauma can become embedded in survivors’ bodies,
minds, and souls, causing them to experience this violence as an ongoing
reality.
By exploring how trauma can become internalized over time, trauma
scholars address a dimension of violence that Christian theologians often
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overlook. Many peace church theologians focus on war and state violence.
Other theologians explore the physical violence that takes place in some
churches, such as in cases of clergy sexual abuse.6 From a different perspective, feminist and liberation theologians examine systemic violence by analyzing the institutions, social and liturgical practices, and political structures
that harm particular groups of persons.7 In contrast, trauma scholars focus
on the self as a site of specific acts of harm. Rather than concentrating on
the violence of institutions or macrostructures, they explore how violent
traumatic acts can fragment persons over time, and how these individuals
can (or cannot) heal from trauma’s ongoing effects.
This emphasis on the individual self as a site of harm does not preclude
analysis of social, institutional, and political structures and practices. Some
trauma scholars emphasize the importance of analyzing structural harms by
arguing that systems of oppression contribute to the perpetration of violent
traumatic acts by creating conditions that sanction, support, and sustain
this violence.8 However, the structural dimensions of trauma are not the focus of trauma studies, particularly the Western psychological models that
form the cornerstone of this field. Some criticize these models for precisely
this reason. They argue that despite the enormous contributions that Western frameworks have made to our understanding of trauma’s effects on individuals, these frameworks have a significant limitation: In focusing on the
psychological aftermath of trauma, they sometimes portray trauma’s lasting
effects as an individual pathology rather than as partly the result of social
injustices. Recently, several feminist trauma scholars have argued that this
approach stigmatizes survivors and deflects attention from the real problem: the perpetrators of violence and the sociopolitical contexts that make
trauma more likely to occur.9
In this book I offer descriptions of trauma and healing that attempt to address this potential limitation. To this end, I give an account of trauma and
its effects that highlights not only its impact on individuals, but also the
role that social and cultural contexts play in perpetrating violence and facilitating (or hindering) healing. The most significant way I do this is by
paying attention to trauma studies’ view of the self as fundamentally social
and relational. By taking seriously the self’s social character, one can
counter the tendency to decontextualize trauma and its effects.
In taking into account the social and structural dimensions of trauma,
however, my analysis does not extend to the broader societal or national level.
This book does rely primarily on Western psychological frameworks for understanding trauma, and it therefore focuses on the “micro” rather than the
“macro” level. Put simply, I consider how persons (and communities) can
heal from trauma’s effects, but do not explore what it takes to foster the recovery of an entire nation that has experienced trauma—such as Rwanda,
Bosnia, or South Africa. While examining ways to reconstitute nations is vital,
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it opens up different issues from the ones I explore here. For example, it raises
questions about how to rebuild political and economic infrastructures that
war and mass violence have destroyed, how to reconcile ethnic groups whose
histories are marked by political violence or genocide, and how to educate future generations so that collective violence does not happen again.
The smaller or “micro”-level questions addressed in this book shed light
on a crucial matter for Christian communities: how they can provide a context where traumatized persons may heal from trauma’s ongoing effects.
This is an important matter to explore because trauma affects a large number of people and its impact is often severe. Many of the church’s members
are, in fact, trauma survivors. Moreover, some trauma scholars argue that
trauma does not affect only those who have directly experienced it.10 As
people hear stories about others’ traumas, they sometimes experience effects similar to those of the survivors, though to a lesser degree. This means
that trauma can have an impact not just on some individuals in the church
but on whole Christian communities.
From a theological perspective, one can ground this claim in an understanding of the church as a mutually interdependent social organism or
“social body.” As Letty Russell observes, if the church is a body in which all
members are related, then what affects one also affects the others.11 Therefore, while people who have suffered traumas such as domestic violence or
natural disasters are affected by these events differently than those who
have not, the problem of trauma is one with which the entire social body
must contend. The nonviolence that the church is called to enact in relation
to this violence is thus not something a few people can do on their own. It
is a communal enterprise that requires the embodied participation of all
those who constitute the church.
In exploring this dimension of nonviolence, it is important not to overestimate the power of Christian communities to assist traumatized persons
or the extent to which they actually do so. As we will see in the pages ahead,
some trauma survivors who look to Christian communities for help after
their traumas do not find it there. Others report that the church has contributed to their healing, but acknowledge that they have found secular resources more beneficial. Moreover, churches throughout history have often
perpetrated violence against their own members or those outside of their
communities. The vision of nonviolence outlined in this book, therefore,
describes not what Christian communities always do but something they
are called to do. But while this vision is not fully embodied in present-day
Christian communities, is also not entirely removed from them. Faith communities, despite their brokenness, can (and sometimes do) contribute to
the healing of traumatized persons. The view of nonviolence that I offer
here is thus “already” and “not yet” embodied in the concrete, historical realities of Christian communities.
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In exploring this already and not yet in the life of the church, I consider
ways in which theology and trauma studies can inform each other. On one
level, I seek to discern how trauma can challenge and deepen our understanding of a central aspect of ecclesiology: the church’s identity and mission. To that end, I bring the works of trauma scholars into conversation
with theological topics relevant to discussions of trauma and its healing,
such as the human person, the work of Jesus, and the kingdom of God. As
I bring trauma studies into conversation with these classical themes of
Christian theology, I explore how it can enrich theological discourse and
provide new ways of thinking about the church’s narratives, traditions, beliefs, and practices.
At the same time, the analysis in this book brings to light one important
way in which these theological reflections on healing from trauma differ
from the theoretical ones that many trauma scholars offer. As we will see,
those who study trauma often argue that healing involves the reconstitution
of the traumatized person’s identity. In their view, the individual’s identity
is reconstituted through the love and support of communities that embody
healthy, empowering relationships. In contrast, the theological account of
healing that I develop in the pages ahead proposes that individuals also can
heal—or have their identities re-formed—through their participation in the
construction of a communal identity. Christians have both an individual
identity and a communal identity as part of the body of Christ, and understanding the dynamic interplay between these two realities remains integral
to discerning the church’s possible role in assisting trauma survivors.
This book is not the first to put Christian theology and trauma studies in
dialogue. Flora Keshgegian has drawn on the insights of trauma studies to
explore how Christian communities can engage in the work of remembering in ways that both foster healing for trauma survivors and redeem Christianity from its own complicity in violence and oppression.12 Jennifer Beste
has examined how the findings of trauma studies challenge theological beliefs about human freedom and God’s grace.13 And in the immediate aftermath of 9/11, Serene Jones engaged trauma studies as a resource for analyzing the psychological effects of terrorism on our nation and for
suggesting possible ways for Christian communities to respond.14 These
works all make important contributions to our understandings of theology,
violence, and the human person. In this book I strive to continue this conversation by drawing on trauma studies to develop a new understanding of
Christian nonviolence that addresses the often-overlooked reality of internal violence.
An outline of the book will indicate how the field of trauma studies is
helpful in this task. But first I want to offer a brief note about terminology.
I often refer to the multiplicity of Christian communities in the world as
simply “the church.” I do so not to deny their multiplicity and the many
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differences that distinguish these communities from each other, but to underscore that in the midst of their manyness, Christian communities are
united. Theologians often use the phrase “the church” to suggest that all
Christian communities are linked through their shared union with Christ’s
heavenly body, which takes place through the power of the Holy Spirit. Although these communities have differences and sometimes exist in conflict,
we can, from a theological perspective, still refer to them as one body called
“the church” or the “Christian community.”

OUTLINE OF THE BOOK
Chapter 1 analyzes Yoder’s understanding of nonviolence and its basis in
the particular narratives of the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus. By exploring his interpretation of these biblical narratives, this analysis both lays
out a conception of nonviolence that I seek to deepen and highlights theological resources that are useful for developing a redefinition of nonviolence in the later chapters. This assessment of Yoder’s work also brings into
focus the reality of internal or internalized violence, a dimension of violence that his writings on nonviolence do not explicitly address.
The second chapter considers traumatic violence as a particularly acute
form of violence that can become internal to the self. In doing so, it illuminates the multiple ways that trauma can shatter the self as it moves from
the outside in and becomes incorporated into one’s identity. This description of trauma’s effects indicates that nonviolence must go beyond pacifism
and the refusal of external, physical violence to include the creation of communities in which traumatized persons can heal from the ongoing effects
of traumatic violence. Chapter 3 then lays the theoretical foundation for
discerning how churches might constitute such communities. It does so by
exploring three steps that many trauma scholars consider necessary for
healing or reconstituting traumatized persons: establishing safety, narrating
the trauma, and “retemporalizing” the survivor.
The final three chapters develop a contemporary understanding of nonviolence by theologically reflecting on these phases of the healing process.
Each chapter explores a correlation between Yoder’s theology and trauma
studies’ accounts of recovery. Chapter 4 examines how Yoder’s view of ecclesial relations both resonates with, and is challenged by, trauma studies’
descriptions of supportive relationships. Chapter 5 considers parallels between Yoder’s use of narrative and the role that many trauma scholars believe narrative plays in the healing process. Chapter 6 then explores Yoder’s
understanding of the church as an eschatological community in light of
many trauma survivors’ struggles to reconnect with the present and envision a better future. Taken together, these chapters redefine nonviolence to
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include the transformation of internalized, traumatic violence through the
communal creation of a new identity.
These last three chapters are more reflective than prescriptive. This is not
a “how to” manual for Christian communities, a guideline or set of specific
recommendations for particular activities that Christian communities
should perform to better assist trauma survivors. Instead, these chapters explore how faith communities already function, in some instances, as
sources of support through their ordinary life and worship. While there are,
no doubt, new measures that churches could implement which would benefit trauma survivors, they are not the focus of this book. Rather, this book
theologically reflects on aspects of the Christian tradition’s narratives and
practices that enable some survivors to experience, perhaps in just small
ways, healing from trauma.
One could undertake similar analysis in relation to other religious traditions, which each have their own resources. My choice to focus on the
Christian traditions does not reflect an attempt to privilege Christianity
over other religions. Rather, it simply indicates my desire to understand
more fully what it means for Christian communities to live into their
identities as nonviolent communities of faith. The stakes for them to do
so are high; as we will see, when communities facilitate the healing of
trauma survivors, they effect change in the world that extends beyond the
lives of these individuals. When people develop the internal strength
that comes with recovery from trauma, they often become empowered
and motivated to actively participate in broader movements for change.
Moreover, the healing of individuals and their communities is itself part
of transformation of the world. Thus, when the church creates a context
in which traumatized persons can survive and flourish, it enacts a powerful dimension of nonviolence, one that is much-needed in a world
where violence has so many different forms and inspires such widespread terror. The church participates in the construction of communities and persons who become not only sites of violence, but also sites
of grace.
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1
Nonviolence in the Theology
of John Howard Yoder

During my first year of divinity school, a friend placed a copy of John
Howard Yoder’s The Politics of Jesus in my hand. “You should read this,” she
said. “It’s written by that Mennonite theologian, the guy who advocates for
nonviolence. It’s really wild!”
As I read and re-read Yoder’s work over the next few years, I came to see
the ways in which her description both accurately described and misconstrued elements of his theological contribution. No doubt, Yoder presents a
vision of nonviolence that has influenced many Christians in North America. And as my friend’s comment implied, his work has not been uncontroversial. Many scholars describe him as a provocative or appropriately unsettling thinker, one who poses an important challenge to the ways in
which mainstream Christians think about questions of violence and the
normativity of Jesus for their social and political witness.1 Other critics are
less generous and respond to Yoder’s challenge by simply dismissing his
work, portraying him as a representative of a radical type of Christianity
that does not offer a viable option for mainstream Christians.
Still others, however, persuasively argue that this dismissal overlooks the
fact that Yoder was a significant figure not only in twentieth-century Mennonite studies, but also in ecumenical discussions in Europe and North
America for nearly fifty years. Though often described (as the words of my
friend indicate) as a Mennonite theologian, Yoder saw himself as one who
wrote not only for the historic peace churches but for a broader Christian audience.2 He sought to appeal to this audience by grounding his work in a
story all Christians hold in common: the narratives of Jesus.3 While some may
contest his reading of scripture, Yoder himself saw his appeal to the Jesus story
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